Abstract

Cloud computing is recent technology. In cloud environment services are provided in an ubiquitous, easy and on request fashion to share computing resources [4][5]. The key point in cloud computing is Virtualization[6][14], which provides the partition of one physical machine into multiple virtual machines that can run simultaneously. Physical resources and hardware are shared in virtualization [15] where applications are encapsulated within virtual machines (VM) is dynamically mapped onto a pool of physical servers. Live migration of virtual machines is a process of moving a virtual machine in its running state or application in it’s running state between different physical machines, while not disturbing the service provided to the user. All the system resources, which are assigned to the virtual machine like memory, storage, process and Network resources like connectivity, are transferred from the original host machine to the destination machine. Load Balancing, Energy efficiency and fault tolerance which is also known as High availability of physical servers, in Cloud Data center are significant performance needs of Live Migration. This paper incorporates a detailed review on Migration of Virtual machines in cloud environment.
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